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2-1 Conductors 
Copper is a good conductor. The reason is clear when we look at its atomic struc
ture (Fig. 2-1). The nucleus of the atom contains 29 protons (positive charges). 
When a copper atOm has a neutral charge, 29 electrons (negative charges) circle 
the nucleus like planets around the. sun. The electrons travel in distinct orbits (also 
called shells). There are 2 electrons in the first orbit, 8 electrons in the ·second, 
18 in the third, and 1 jn the outer orbit. 

Stable Orbits 
The positive nucleus of Fig. 2-1 attracts the planetary electrons. The reason why 
these electrons are not pulled into the nucleus is the centrifugal (outward) force 
created by their circular motion. This centrifugal force is exactly equal to the in) 
ward pull of the nucleus, so that the orbit is stable. TI1e idea is similar to a satel
lite that orbits the earth. 'At the rit:ht speed and height, a satellite can remain in a 
stable orbit above the earth. 

The larger the orbit of an electron, th~ smaller the attraction of the nu
cleus. In a larger orbit, an electron travels niore slowly, producing less centrifugal 
force. The outermost electron in Fig. 2-1 travels very slowly and feels almost no 
attraction to the nucleus. 

The Core 
In electronjcs, all that matters is the outer oibit It is called the valence orbit. This 
orbit controls the elec•rical properties of the atom. To emphasize the importance 
of the valence orbit, we define the core of an atom as the nucleus and all the 
inner orbits. For a copper atom, the core is the nucleus ( +29), and the first three
orbits ( -28). 

The.core of a copper atom has a net charge of + 1 because it contains 
29 protons and 28 inner electrons. Figure 2-2 can help iri visualizing the core and 
the valence orbit. The valence electron is in a large orbit around a core and has a 
net charge of only + 1. Because of this, the imvard pull felt by the valence elec
tron is very small. 

Figure 2-1 Copper atom Figure 2-2 Core diagram of copper atom. 
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Free Electron 
Since the attraction between the core and the valence electron is very weak, an 
outside force can easily dislodge this electron from the copper atom. This is why 
we often call the valence electron a free electron. This is also why copper is a 
good conductor. The slightest voltage causes the free electrons to flow from one 
atom to the next. The best conductors are silver, copper, and gold. All have a core 
diagram like Fig~ 2-2. 

Example 2-1 
Suppose an outside force removes the valence electron of Fig. 2-2 from a copper 
atom. What is the net charge of the copper atom? What is the net charge if an 
outside electron moves into the valence orbit of Fig. 2-2? 

SOLUTION. When the valence electron leaves, the net charge of the atom 
becomes + 1. Whenever an atom loses one of its electrons, it becomes posl~ively 
charged. We call a positively charged atom a positive ion. 

When an outside electron moves into the valence orbit of Fig. 2-2, the 
net charge of the atom become& -I. Whenever an atom has an extra electron in 
its valence orbit, we call the negatively charged atom a negative ion. 

2-2 Semiconductors 
The best conductors (silver, copper, and gold) have one valence electron, whereas 
the best insulators have eight valence electrons. A semiconductor is an ele
ment with electrical properties between those of a conductor and those- of an 
insulator. As you might expect, the best semicOnductors have four valence 
electrons. 

Germanium 
Ge~anium is an example of a semiconductor. It has four electrons in the valence 
orbit. ·Many years ago, germanium was the only material suitable for making 
semiconductor devices. But these gennanium devices had a fatal Haw (their 
excessive reverse current, discussed in a later section) that engineers could not 
overcome. Eventually, another semiconductor named silicon became practical 
and made gennanium obsolete in most electronic applications. 

Silicon 
Next to oxygen, silicon is the most abundant element on the earth. But there were 
certain refining problems that prevented the use of silicon in the early days of 
semiconductors. Once these problems were solved, the advantages of silicon (disK 
cussed later) immediately made it the semiconductor of choice. Without it, mod
em electronics, communications, ·and computers would be impossible. 
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GOOD TO KNOW 
Another common semiconductor 

element is carbon (C), which is used 

mainly in the production of 

resistors. 
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Figure: 2.-3 {a) Silicon atom; (b) core diagram. 
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An isolated silicon atom has 14 protons and 14 electrons. As shown in 
Fig. 2-3ci, the first orbit contains 2 electrons a·nd the second orbit contains 8 elec
trons. The 4 remaining electrons are in the valence orbit. In Fig. 2-3a, the core has 
a net charge of +4 because it contains 14 protons in the nucleus and 10 electrons 
in the first two orbits. 

Figure 2-Jb shows the core diagram of a silicon atom. The 4 valence 
electrOns tell us that silicon is a semiconductor. · 

Example 2-2 
What is the net charge of the silicon utom in Fig. 2-3b if it loses one of its 
valen'ce electrons? If it gi\ins an extra electron in the valence orbit? 

SOLUTION If it loses an electron, it becomes a positive ion with a 
charge of+ I. If it gains an extra electron, it becomes a negative ion with 
a charge of -1. 

2-3 Silicon Crystals 
When silicori atoms combine to form a solid, they arrange themselves into ·an 
orderly pattern called a crystal. Each silicon atom shares its electrons with four 
neighboring atoms in such a way as to have eight electrons in its valence orbit. For 
instance, Fig. 2-4a shows a central atom with four neighbors. The shaded circles 
represent the silicon cores. Although the central atom" originally had four electrons 
in its valence orbit, it now has eight. 
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Figure 2-4 (a) Atom in crystal has four neighbors; (b) covalent bonds. 
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Covalent Bonds 
Each neighboring atom shares an electron with the central atom. In this way, the 
central atom has four additional electrons, giving it a total of eight electrons in the 
vulence orbit The electrons no longer belong to any single atom. Each central 
atom and its neighbors share the electrons. The same idea is true for all the other 
silicon atoms. In other words, every atom inside a silicon crystal has four 
neighbors. 

In Fig. 2~4a, each core has a charge of +4. Look at the central core and 
the one to itS right. These two cores attract the pair of electrons between them with 
equal and opposite force. This pulling in opposite directions is what holds_ the 
silicon atoms together. The idea iS similar to tug~of-war teams pulling on a tope. 
As long as both teams pull with equal and opposite force, they remain bonded 
together: 

Since each shared electron in Fig. 2-4a is being pulled in opposite direc
tions, the electron becomes a bond between the opposite cores. We call this type 
of chemical bond a-cm:alent bond.' Figure 2-4b is a simpler way to show the con~ 
cept of the covalent bonds. In a silicon crystal, there are billions of silicon atoms. 
each with eight valence electrons. These valence electrons are the covalent bonds 
that hold the crystal together-that give it solldity. · 

Valence Saturation 
Each atom in a silicon crystal has eight electrons in its valence orbit. These eight 
eleCtrons produce a chemical stability thai results in a solid piece of silicon mate
riaL 'No one is qUite sure why the outer orbit of all elements has a predisposition 
toward having eight electrons. When eight electrons do not exist naturally in an 
element, there seems to·be a tendency for the element to combine and share elec
trons with ot-her atoms so as to have eight electrons in the outer orbit. 

There are advanced equations in physics that panially explain why eight 
electrons produce chemical stability in different materials, but no one knows the 
reason why. the number eight is so special. It is one of those laws like the law of 
gravity, Coulomb's law, m1d other laws that we observe but cannot fully explain. 

When the valenc~ orbit has eight electrons, it is saturated because no 
more· .. electrons can fit into this orbit:·Bt<-Jted as a law: 

Valence saturl\tion: n = 8 (2-1) 

In words, the mlence orhit can hold no more ·than eight electrons. Furthermore, 
the eight valence elections are called bound electrons because they are tightly 
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GOOD TO KNOW 
A hole and an electron each possess 

a charge of 0.16 x l0- 18 C, but of 

opposite polarity. 

Figure 2-5 (o) The~mal energy 
produces electron and hole; 
(b) re<;ombination of free electron 
and hole. 

(a) 

(b) 
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held by the atoms. Because of these bound electrons. a silicon crystal is almost a 
pe1fect insulator at room tempenlture. approximately 25°C. 

The Hole 

lh.:.~-~~!~~.:!-~.~:P-~_t.:_~~!e. i:~,--~~perat~~!_I!~i~g_-~Js: When the 
ambient temperature is above ab»olute: zero (- 273°C ). the heat energy in thi" air 
cause" the atoms _in a silicon ~_i:\;_~t-;;_]~brate. Th-e1lighe~\h~-~~1bienTtempefa

. ture, the stronger the mech~;ic~J vibiat:{;;~-; become. When you pick up a warm 
· object. the warmth you feel is the effect of the vibrating atom~. 

ln a silicon crystal. the vibration~ of the ato)_n:;. c_a_noccasionally dislodge 
an electron from the valence orbit. When this happens, the -~:~·je~SeJere~Cif()llg'ains 
enough energy to go into a larger orbit, as shown in Fig. 2~Sa. In this larger orbit. 
the electron is .a free ele<;tron. 

But that"s not all. The departure of the electron c~~fl_t~s a vacan~yjn the 
valence orbit called a hole \See Fig. 2-5a). This hole bt!hav~s Ji);'";l-£~i~ftive 
charge because the loss of the electron produce':<> a positive iOn. The.T.Oie will at
tract and captUre any electron in the immediate vicinity. The existence of holes is 
the critical difference between conductors and semiconductorf. Holes enable 
semiconductors to do all kinds of things that are impossible with conductors. 

At room temperature, thermal energy produces only a few holes and free 
electrons. To increase the number of holes and free electrons, it is nece~sary to 
dope the Cl)'stal. More is said about this in a later section. 

Recombination and lifetime 

lll."~~I~--~jlicQ!U::rY_Sl~J. thermal (heat) energy Cl~l~S,..li~-~-~~~!JlJ.Jr~e 
~-~~l-~S~_~md-~.2Jfs. The fre~:_~.!~~9~11§~ .. ffiQVf... ra!l5J_()l!l.!,;i t-~~:~~1~~~-~--g~~--~!)~~tal., 
~~~;,t.i!2.P.~JY:\ a f_:~~-~!ect!oil~"~.-'Pl~E2i!~hJ.L.bcl~.,: fee]._ its ~,!!!]SJLQD~.Q.!l9J~!~.to it. 
Recombination is the merging of a free electron and a hole (see Fig. 2-Sb). 
~-~----·~'i'he amount of time between the creation and disappearance of a free 
electron is called Lhe l(fetime. It varies from a few nanoseconds to several mi
croseconds. depending on how perfect the crystal is and other factors. 

At any instant, the following is taking place inside a silicon crystal: 

I. Some free electrons and holes are being created by thermal energy. t~ 
2. Other free electrons and holes are recombining. L----
3. Some free electrons and holes exist temporarily, awaiting 

recombination. -~· 

Example 2-3 
If a pure silic-on crystal ha'> 1 million free electrons inside it. how many holes 
does it have? What happens to the number of free electrons and holes if the am
bien_t temperature increases? 

SOLUTION Look at Fig. 2-Sa. When heat energy creates a free electron. it 
automatically creates a hole at the same time. Therefore, a pure silicon Cl)'SUtl 
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always has the same number of holes and free electrons. If there ;:1re J million 
free electrons, there are I million holes. 

A higher temperature increases the vibrations at the atomic leveL-which 
means that more. free .electrons and holes are created. But no matter what the 
temperature is, a pure silicon crystal has the saine number of free electrons and 
holes. 

2-4 Intrinsic Semiconductors 
An i!!,trinsic semiconductor ,is a ·pure semiconc!,~~tor.j\,.sili __ ~-~~,5:~~!...2~::. 
' :--~~o .. ~·-···-•• _,_,~.,--.,•-'--""': ,_;,--.. ~"-·w~,~ ·~~"'"' , __ ,_., .. ., __ ,.,,.~, "'• ' ' ' ' ' ml; 

!!!~fi!}~L~~.'21J~.ondw:.tpr lf.,,~~!.:r!~~~l!!-~f!l':~--~~~-)!L?--- ,<>thcon __ at{) ln. ~1I9 .. Q.Q1 

tenipe_~a-~':l.!:e, ~ .. ~i~~~-"S!Y-~!___.qlJ!£t.S~.!!~t!)!!l.il]J.!:!.!J!!gr be~~u~~-l~~~~~--Q£!b:.}!Lc .. ~ee · 
erectTolls a'l4,.!~S!l~i~roduced by thennal energy. -"~- .. .... . 

_;,,_,, ... ~~.,--~ " - -~-----·~··~---------""""'"~·--~--................... . 

f~()W oJhee Electrons 
Figure 2-6 shows part of a siJimn .. crystaJ between.ch __ <:!r_ged fll~talli~ .. Piates. A_s~ 
<;ume that the~mal energy has produced a free electron and a hoie:~The·I;;e~~c:~ 
tronis·Tn ... ala;:g-~-bi-bitann't!-"i1£hTen-crotthe~cry~t~r-sec-au.~e·~fti1e-neg;,-ively 
charged plate. the free electron is repelled to the left. This free electron can move 
from one large orbit to the next until it reaches the positive plate. 

Flow of Holes 
Notice the hole at the left of Fig. 2~6. This hole attracts the valence electron a1 
point A. This causes the valence electron to move into the hole. 

When the valente electron at point A moves td the. left, it creates a new 
hole at point A. The e'ffect is the same as moving the original hole to the right. The 
new hole at point A can then attract and capture anOther valence electron. In this 
way, valence electrons can travel along the path shown by the arrows. This means 
the hole can move the opposite way, along path A-B~C~D-E-F, acting' the same 
as a positive charge. 

Figure 2:..6 Hole flow through a semiconductor. 
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